[Electrophysiology of the central nervous system in effective anesthesia].
In authors' opinion, the more precise methods for controlling the depth and efficiency of general anesthesia are those which are based on the direct control over the intraoperative status of the central nervous system which reflects the time course of the status in question. Whether monitoring of the early components of somatosensory evoked potentials could be used for multimodality anesthesia was analysed. As high as 50% or lower decreases in the amplitude of the complex N19-P23 were typical of adequate defense, irrespective of anesthesias. The authors provide evidence for the efficiency of their procedure for controlling the depth and efficiency of general anesthesia. Some electroencephalographic phenomena of anesthesia were analysed with computed monitoring. The authors showed that there was a relative value of such signs of inadequate anesthesia as interhemispheric asymmetry by the leading spectral frequency and the power index of deep rhythms. Despite the procedure used (neuroleptic analgesia, ataralgesia, inhalation anesthesia, etc.), the effective anesthesia exhibited pronounced power peaks, otherwise there was a chaotic activity of the central nervous system. The physiological and clinical values of the phenomena detected are discussed in the paper.